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ABSTRACT 
After the social revolution of 1989, Romania started a revolution of "forest 

fund" through the application of laws regarding the property restitution related to the 
forestry former owners or their heirs. But these actions have generated a number of 
legal economic and technical issues related to the forest management by the new 
owners. Among the legal issues, the most important was to find the new owners by 
documents proving the Land Registry or Agricultural Registry, but also by making 
wills, lawsuits or other actions of a legal nature which have only served to delay the 
deadline for applying the property laws. Another legal issue concerns to the logging 
operations, in this regard it had to be set up Private Forest Ranges to ensure judicious 
exploitation of wood in conjunction with cinegetic fund and closely related 
environmental norms. Economic problems came when it was necessary to establish new 
forest arrangements which led to the valuation of land and wood. But the biggest 
problem is the technical side of cadastre where it is imperative to execute large-scale 
engineering works such as: identifying the land and  the owner, creating the graphical 
products and generated the documents of property. 

Keywords: forest fund, topographic measurements, cadastre, property deeds, cadastral 
plan, forest plan 

 

INTRODUCTION 
In order to manage the forest fund is essential to create a current databases on 

forest land issue. This aspect requires the completion of the action for the reconstitution 
of property right and the issuance of real estates owner in accordance with legislative 
requirements mentioned in the property laws. [1], [2] 

Analyzing the cadastral pattern introduced in Romania, to Transylvania, during 
the Hapsburg Empire, it observed that when the cadastre works with the Land Registry 
as a unified system, there is a continuous progress of the company in terms of real 
estate. Also the aim of the general cadastre and land registers is to serve both the owner 
with his real property and administrative territorial units that have in their task the 
management of all land, including forest, located on the reach of respective territorial 
administrative unit. [3], [4] 

From a historical perspective, they appeared in the interwar period, subsystems 
of cadastre evidence, respectively specialized cadastres related to land perimeters - 
mining cadastre, water - water cadastre and forest - forest cadastre based on 
Autonomous House of State Forests (figure 1). After the finalization of the Second 
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ABSTRACT
Achieving the real estate cadastre work for an administrative territory respectively a 
locality, involves the administrative stages of this work. Starting of this work is the 
responsibility of the City Hall as a Chief Authorising Officer and the organizer of 
procedures for awarding the work to be executed. Once the award procedure cadastral 
work finished, it proceed to the realization of cadastral documentation that will be made 
by respecting the legal and technical regulations valid at the time and the provisions of 
product specification. 

Considering the need to involve owners in the practical implementation of these 
services, is required the carrying out of a local advertising campaign to stimulate the 
interest of owners to support the provider when they are visiting by the field teams to 
collect data on their property. 

In this context, this paper has as purpose the presentation of work that are necessary to 
achieve the real estate cadastre work for a city respectively an administrative territory.  

Keywords: real estate cadastre, geodetic network, topographic network, cadastral 
numbering, database, owner 

INTRODUCTION

Due to special importance of cadastral information, for real estate cadastre stages in 
localities, the law no. 7/1996 - "Cadastre and Land Registration Law" - defines the 
following fundamental concepts for this activity[1]:  

- the general cadastre is the unitary and obligatory system for evidence of 
technical, economic and legal aspects through which are realized the 
identification, recording and representation on map and cadastral plans of all 
land and also all other real estate from the country, regardless of their destination 
and owner; 

- the basic entities of this system are parcel, construction and owner, when parcel 
means the land with or without buildings; 
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ABSTRACT
Since ancient times, people have needed to record various information about the 
activities considered of utmost importance. At first, these records were held privately by 
each family. As society developed, records began to be kept in a centralized manner. 
The property that was best recorded was the land, as it presented a special interest not 
necessarily for the owners but for their state government, which began to levy land tax. 

The efficiency of the decision making process depends largely on an accurate and 
complete knowledge of the existing situation in the territory, which implies an 
appropriate information apparatus that is composed of specialized personnel, equipment 
and appropriate legislation. Given these premises, cadastral survey, namely survey 
mapping of Romanian forestland must meet the requirements for a national system 
administered by the relevant national authorities as well as the requirements related to 
forestland management and gathering of taxes for the public administration within each 
territorial administrative unit. 

Keywords: general cadastre, survey mapping of forestland, cadastral map, territorial 
and administrative unit, low-cost applications  

INTRODUCTION
General cadastre is a unitary and compulsory system for the technical, economic and 
legal recording of real estate property all across the country. It is organised in each 
administrative-territorial unit, at the following levels: village, town, city, county and 
national [1]. The general cadastre system allows us to identify, describe and record real 
estate property in cadastral documents by their nature, to measure and represent them on 
maps and cadastral plans and to store data on IT support; it also allows us to identify 
and record all owners and other legal holders of property, in order to record it for an 
indefinite time in the Land Book; it provides data required for taxation and the tax 
liability of taxpayers requested by authorized bodies [2]. 
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Abstract. The Zlatna area is confronted with serious problems of environmental pollution as a result 
of forced industrialisation policy; the environment factors like air, water and soil are permanently 
subjected to the aggressiveness of human activities. The most important ore processing industrial 

-
lurgy and chemistry is the company mainly responsible for the pollution present on the entire area 
of the Ampoi river hydrographic basin. Three emission columns functioned within the works, which 
continuously released gas and solid particles into the atmosphere, which makes the vicinity of the 
factory and the valley where it is located permanently wrapped in smoke and vapours, vegetation 
on the hill sides almost destroyed. Progressive deterioration of environmental components quality 
has induced also the phenomena of erosion upon the fact of distructing the vegetation. Erosion can 
be considered as a major environmental problem in the area. In this study, geographic information 
systems (GIS) were used to establish an information data base to characterise a watershed, and locate 

Keywords: erosion, GIS, environment, modelling.

AIMS AND BACKGROUND

Romania, as other parts of the world, is confronted with serious problems of envi-
ronmental pollution as a result of forced industrialisation policy; the environment 
factors like air, water and soil are permanently subjected to the aggressiveness of 
human activities. Progressive deterioration of environmental components quality1

has induced for the communities living in the vicinity of industrial platforms, a 
number of unfavourable aspects and drawbacks in relation to the state of environ-
mental components.

The analysis of the spatial system for the Zlatna depression, as a central ele-
ment for the present study must follow after a contiguity analysis of a ‘relational 
conglomerate’2 through which causality plays an important part. Causality has 
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Abstract
The integration of Romania into an international context implies the harmonization of new 

requirements regarding cadastral activities and their organisation. New legislation has been issued 
regarding cadastral activity, of which we can mention the following: The Agricultural Real Estate 
Law on the retrocession of lands to the former owners or to their inheritors, the Cadastre and Land 
Registration Law tackling the provisions for all landed property to be registered in the Land Book 
ad the Forest Fund Law with the later additions on the system of retrocession of forests to their 
previous owners.

These laws are now in harmony with the European legislation through a generalised 
cadastral record keeping system for lands registered in the Land Book. The Romanian system is 
based on the Austrian system, which is at the basis of most cadastral systems in Europe. 

We should remind you that Romania has until recently had two separate cadastral record 
keeping of real estates. One was based on the Austrian system and it was used in northern, western 
and central Romania. The other was based on the French system of Records Registries valid for the 
south and east of Romania. This situation lead to a series of discrepancies that caused problems in 
meeting deadlines, in the citizens – administration relationship and that was in the end, a waste of 
human and material efforts. There are also many cases in which different institutions store and use 
similar data on an administrative territory but they have their own means of data gathering and 
storing, which leads to   different entries for the same record.  

In this context of transition in the field of cadastre and land registration, the training of 
future specialists in cadastral record keeping organisation activities, such as The Owners’ alphabetic 
index, the Registry of Parcels, the Registry of Property Items and etc allows the young degree 
holders of this field to work in an international context. They are also introduced into cadastral and 
land registration service providing and they are encouraged to acquire competences to manage a 
new cadastral database and a computerised system that records land books.     

The software designed by the Romanian National Agency for Cadastre and Land 
Registration is also part of their curricula. Such software is the ‘Property Item’ that generates a 
database for each owner. This database will then be part of the general cadastre of Romania, 
materialized in ‘E-Terra,’ which has been designed to manage the cadastre and land registration 
activities in all Romanian regions. 

The computerized record keeping system implies geodetic aids that can be included in the 
management of Land Books. Thus, CAD and similar software and Romanian cadastral software 
such as Mapsys are included in the students’ curricula. 

The practical training of students includes practical activities carried out in Romanian 
companies active in the field of land measurements and cadastre, in local public administrations and 
in the branches of the Romanian National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration.  The national 
Ministry of Education has issued a decision by which institutions and companies are required to 
receive students for practical activities so as to create the link between theory and practice. The 
Romanian companies are encouraged to give private study scholarships for the best students.  

Another opportunity for students in higher education are student mobility programmes, 
which offer them the chance to study or to have practical, training in Universities or private 
companies or partnerships abroad. Thus, a future professional of a field that has specific 
characteristics in each country encourages experience sharing and contacts between the experts.
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SUMMARY

In sight of a projection works of construction behavior tracking is followed the optimization 
processes of achieve the measurements and remaking datas. Regarding of the measurements 
process, the optimization is achieved through choice apparatus in depending on the conditions 
from ground and to the remaking datas is followed the use of best softwares. The present 
paper is adverted to the realization measurement for a thermal power station, carry through his 
functionality inducts the vibration grounds and  the measurements achieved in the many 
cycles of observations, with the utilization of modern levels instruments and the classic levels 
instruments, in the conditions which the systems was in continous activities. 
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